Year 3 Fantastic
Writers!
•

Hi children – I hope you’re all well and enjoying
the sunshine. I know you are reading because we
love reading! Now here are a few writing ideas
so that you keep practising your English skills.
I look forward to seeing your work when we get
back. Mr Marston

•

You are going to write your own innovated story.

•

Once you have finished your story you could try
acting it out or drawing a cartoon based on it.

What you need to do
Read the story attached and study the
story grid.
2. Complete the story grid and make your own
changes.
3. Write your story. Remember to do at least
one section per day.
1.









Write in paragraphs- perhaps write one each
day to make sure it is quality writing.
Re-read your work to check it makes sense.
Think about sentence openers-the first few
words in a sentence. Avoid using ‘Then’, ‘Next’
or ‘After that...’ all the time and instead you
could use ‘All of a sudden...’ ‘In the twinkling
of an eye everything froze’, ‘Fortunately...,
‘In the end...’
Use interesting vocabulary to describe and
use noun phrases eg. soft, sweet….
vivacious, colourful flowers
Use “ ” when someone speaks and miss a line
when someone new speaks.

The Little Girl who Defeated Winter

Your Version

Winter stops Spring from coming.
Hides the clouds and covers everything in snow.

Winter stops Spring from coming.
Hides the clouds and covers everything in snow.

The people in the village decide to send a little girl.

Choose your own character. Could it be a boy or someone
else?

The old man tries to stop the girl from going.

Choose your own character to try and persuade your
character not to go and to fight Winter.

The Blizzards try to stop the girl

Choose your own baddy who tries to stop the girl. Could it
be snowmen, icicles, a glacier or a polar bear?

Winter appears as a woman and sings a lullaby to the
girl to make her sleep.

Choose your own baddy who comes and makes your
character fall asleep. Could it be a popstar or an opera
singer?

The animals stop the girl from freezing and wake her
up.

Choose your own helper. Could it be an Inuit, a seal or an
arctic fox?

The girl gets to Frost’s house and persuades him to
bring Spring back.

Your character gets to Frost’s house and persuades him
to bring Spring back.

Change the
story by
adding your
own
characters,
baddies
and events
in these
boxes.

